
To: Shambhala Leaders

From: Shambhala Global Services

Date: March 7, 2022

Subject: Topic Areas in the Affiliate Agreement

As many of you are aware, an effort to develop and establish an Affiliate Agreement between
Centers and Groups and Shambhala began some months ago. Now, with the recent release of
the results of the mediation between the Shambhala and Potrang Boards, this activity can
continue in consultation with center leadership. The Shambhala Board therefore invites center
leadership to contemplate its needs, concerns, and interests in order to establish a
mutually-beneficial working relationship. After Shambhala Day, the Board will host a series of
calls with center leaders to discuss the Affiliate Agreement (including concerns pertaining to
property ownership/management) as well as questions regarding the joint statement.

The idea for this Agreement is straightforward: to clarify the relationship by a) identifying
services to be provided by SGS in support of Centres’/Groups’ ability to present unique
programming, practice gatherings and social events, and to maintain the cultural and ritual
continuity of our collective expression, and b) identifying the reciprocal obligations of
Centres/Groups pertaining to, among other aspects, operating in accordance with Shambhala’s
mission and purposes and supporting the continuation of SGS services with financial
contributions.

Therefore, to prepare for dialogue with the Shambhala Board about your local community
interests and what you’d like to see reflected in an Affiliate Agreement, leaders are invited to
review this list of likely topic areas in that document:

Practice and Education
- Access to copyrighted texts and materials, and to the Archives
- Teacher training and development
- Advanced Programs/Retreat planning and support
- Supporting local P&E leadership
- Integrated calendar for local and regional offerings
- Policies for inviting teachers and facilitators
- Administration of practice and education information in the Shambhala Database

Operations and Finance
- Use of trademarks (and the costs to protect them)
- Property and Directors insurance
- Non-profit tax compliance, support, and financial reporting
- Financial contributions (“affiliate fee”)



- Legal support
- Financial grants

Community and Culture
- Code of Conduct and reporting processes
- Community Care and Conduct initiatives
- Peace Circles, inclusivity, and other initiatives
- Celebration materials and support for Nyida days and Sunday Gatherings
- Societal Mirror and other survey work to monitor collective wellbeing

Communications, Shambhala Database (SDB) and IT
- Shambhala announcements and updates
- Translation and Interpretation services
- Media relations, the Shambhala Times, the Shambhala Network (terms of use)
- Maintaining and improving the SDB (member profiles, data security and privacy, donor

tracking); DBA training and support
- Email facilities for centers and groups
- Local website support and maintenance
- Style guide and service marks; marketing materials

Shambhala Online
- Programming to support the Shambhala path of study and practice
- Revenue sharing programs for centers
- Future development focused on outreach and local support

Governance
- Central and local governance approaches
- Transparency regarding key plans/results, financial data
- Processes to invest new leaders
- Leadership resources, development and training

The Shambhala Board looks forward to hearing from center leadership and paving the way for
an Affiliate Agreement that promotes the individual and collective strength of Shambhala
Centers and Groups in North America and the greater world.


